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Abstract. This article presents further results of the research of effects of model defects on the local buckling of compressed
stiffeners in nonlinear finite element (FE) analyses. The main outcomes are confirmation of trends for 10 sets of profile
dimensions, final validations of various sets of FE simulations, and designs of practical types of defects with appropriate
ratio values. A single node defect and then complex types of defects with alternating distributions of node shifts along one
edge, two free flange edges, one flange surface and both flange surfaces are analyzed in this research project. First parts of
this paper describe designed FE models with defects, their effects on simulation results, colored graphic visualizations with
stress scales and determinations of the sudden failure of stability in the local mode. Then, particular results of FE analyses
are validated by a comparison with the results of analytical methods of stability failure. Final detail comparisons of analytical and FE simulation results with data of experimental tests confirm predicted critical buckling forces. The validation of
results and design parameters together with the knowledge of effects of model defects on buckling behaviors allows more
accurate simulations of internal stiffeners of thin-walled semi-monocoque structures.
Keywords: buckling, stability, failure, stress analysis, finite element methods, stiffener, imperfection.

Introduction
Problems of effect of defects on buckling behaviors of
semi-monocoque aircraft structures in advanced finite
element analyses are at the forefront of many research institutions. The knowledge of effects and appropriate values
of defects is necessary for the proper determination of the
total load capacity of complex semi-monocoque structures
with the use of numeric simulations. This knowledge can
be also utilized for the following predictions of buckling failures, where accurate diagrams for a safe design
are not available. General theories of stability failures of
thin-walled flight vehicle structures are described by Hoff
(1967) and Bruhn (1973). The comprehensive reviews on
stability behaviors of compressed stiffeners in aerospace
structures are presented in Niu (1999), from which an
analytical approach of determination of critical buckling
forces was used. Among with the survey articles, which
deal specifically with the buckling and post-buckling
theory, belong Ortiz and Martinez (2001) or Degenhardt,
Tessmer, and Kling (2008). Detailed articles with a direct
method design are presented by Batista (2009a), (2009b).
The study Chen (2014) of imperfection types confirmed

the necessity of defect application in FE models. The paper
by Symonov and Katrňák (2013) contributed to a comparison of nonlinear FE analyses and analytical approaches.
Analytical solutions of skin buckling and effects of stiffener torsional and warping failures and the verification by finite element methods are presented in the study by Soares
et al. (2013). The complementary research was found in
research papers by Horák and Píštěk (2016), Pravdová
and Eliášová (2017). Measurement techniques and test
procedures of aircraft structural parts are described in the
paper by Jebáček and Matějů (2017). This scientific article
continues in the research of effects on buckling behaviors
and determination of appropriate imperfections. The complex research was done at Brno University of Technology
and, therefore, student participation in basic research was
allowed. Students assisted under supervision with finite
element analyses of buckling sensitivity on applied imperfection. Initial results of buckling analyses were presented
in the student’s bachelor thesis Hála (2017), which was
awarded by the Bosch prize in 2017. The initial overview
of this research of only one set of profile dimensions was
published in Katrňák and Juračka (2018). This following
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file flange were sufficient, but four elements increased the
time of computation and post-processing. Therefore, the
optimal solution is the discretization of FE models with
three elements in the height of profile flange. Also testing
simulations with 1D, 2D and 3D element types, and comparison of sensitivity of models and the time consumption of simulations were done. Based on these results, the
standard shell elements CQUAD4 were utilized in following models.
The one side of the specimen model was fully clamped
with the multipoint connector RBE2, which allowed direct
evaluation of reaction buckling force (translational constraint force). The second end of the model was loaded
with the multipoint connector RBE2 for fast and even distribution of the specimen shortening with the maximum
value 0.5 mm, which was split to 50 steps with the equal
difference 2% of load (0.01 mm). The homogenous metal
material Duralumin 2024 with the yield stress Rp0.2 = 290
MPa, strength limit stress Rm = 440 MPa, Young’s modulus E = 72.4 GPa and elastoplastic properties with the
hardening modulus slope H = 942 MPa was applied in
FE model. The structural analysis was computed in the
MSC.MD Nastran 2017.1 software, which enables to use
nonlinear buckling behaviors for large deformations. The
nonlinear static solution sequence 106, automatic matrix
update method with 50 equal load steps and 25 allowable iterations per increment were used. A post-processing procedure in MSC.Patran software transformed result
from MSC.Nastran database to a report file, which was
processed in Excel software.

article presents a significantly advanced description of
complemented research, which was done additionally to
observe detail effect of following types of stiffener defects
and dimensions. The detail validation of FEA results with
analytical methods and results of experimental tests is also
an important part of this paper.

1. Model and simulations
For this research and numeric simulations the finite element models of a typical aircraft structural profile with
the cross-sectional L shape and equal flanges were created.
The first set of stiffener dimensions consisted of a flange
width 20 mm and flange thickness 1 mm. This specific
set represented a model of the stiffener L20×20×1.0 for
initial FE simulations. This research was enhanced to 10
sets in total of outer dimensions by stiffeners L15×15×1.0,
L20×20×0.8, L20×20×1.1, L20×20×1.2, L20×20×1.5,
L20×20×1.67, L20×20×2.0, L20×20×2.5 and 30×30×3.0.
The geometry specifications of all of these stiffener sets
are listed in Table 1. Behaviors and effects on buckling
are presented with the use of the set L20×20×1.0 in following chapters of this article for uniform presentation of
results. Evaluations of other sets are also included in the
final chapters of this paper. All models had a length equal
to 80 mm to adjust FE models for a simulation of the local
buckling behavior.
The typical discretization of FE model with three elements in the height of profile flange for buckling analyses
with imperfection is presented in Figure 1. This coarse
mesh was used on purpose to reduce an amount of elements and evaluation of its effect on buckling. These types
of semi-monocoque stiffeners are the essential members
of wing or fuselage structures and the number of elements
in the entire FE models significantly affects the time of
detail nonlinear FE analyses. Therefore, the coarse mesh
is preferred and the mesh convergence test was done with
two, three and four elements in the flange height. Two
elements were not sufficient for the appropriate failure
simulations. Three and four elements in the height of pro-

2. Evaluation of effect of imperfection A
The purpose of this research is to find the appropriate
combinations of coarse mesh model and simple imperfection types to reduce the time of modelling, nonlinear FE
simulations and post-processing. The first set of FE models with applied imperfections in the one middle node of
length of the profile flange was marked as the imperfection A and it is displayed in Figure 1.

Table 1. Specification of stiffener geometry characteristics
Stiffener
specification

Flange 1
length b1

Flange 2
length b2

Flange 1
thickness t1

Flange 2
thickness t2

Stiffener
length L

Cross-section
area A

[–]

[mm]

[mm]

[mm]

[mm]

[mm]

[mm2]

L15×15×1.0

15.0

15.0

1.0

1.0

80.0

29.0

L20×20×0.8

20.0

20.0

0.8

0.8

80.0

31.4

L20×20×1.0

20.0

20.0

1.0

1.0

80.0

39.0

L20×20×1.1

20.0

20.0

1.1

1.1

80.0

42.8

L20×20×1.2

20.0

20.0

1.2

1.2

80.0

46.6

L20×20×1.5

20.0

20.0

1.5

1.5

80.0

57.8

L20×20×1.67

20.0

20.0

1.67

1.67

80.0

63.9

L20×20×2.0

20.0

20.0

2.0

2.0

80.0

76.0

L20×20×2.5

20.0

20.0

2.5

2.5

80.0

93.8

L30×30×3.0

30.0

30.0

3.0

3.0

80.0

171.0
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Figure 1. Practical example of semi-monocoque fuselage structure, panel structure and FE model of the
particular stiffener with imperfection A

Specific distributions of induced compression force
per shortening of the profile L20×20×1.0-80 are presented
in Figure 2, where is showed that all force distributions
have identical model stiffness up to particular points of
buckling instability. Peaks of force distributions after the
initial linear part represent critical buckling forces, where
model stability failed. These critical buckling forces were
compared with the critical force and its tolerance range,
which was obtained from evaluation of experimental tests.
The trend in effects of imperfection can be observed in
Figure 2, where an increase of imperfection value caused
a decrease of buckling forces. Numeric results comparison of buckling forces and corresponding cross-section
average stresses before the failure of stability are listed in
Table 2. The peak of the force distribution of the profile
L20×20×1.0-80 with the ratio of imperfection per flange
thickness e/t equal to 0.05 for this initial set of imperfection A has the nearest approach to the critical buckling force from experimental tests. The simulated buckling force has higher value with a force difference +0.8%.
Therefore, the next ratio of imperfection per flange thickness e/t equals to 0.10 for this initial set of imperfection
A was evaluated as the most suitable ratio of imperfection
with the safe reserve value –4.7% of buckling force.

Figure 2. Graphic comparison of force distributions per model
displacement

Many particular sets of colored graphic visualizations
with stress scales were evaluated. The sudden failure of stability in the local mode for a model with the imperfection A
equal to ratio e/t = 0.05 is presented in Figure 3. The stable
level at 38% of load is depicted on the left part of Figure 3
and the significant change to the buckled mode at 40% of
load on the right figure part. These graphic visualizations
allow detail investigation of von Mises stress distributions
(maximum stress of 2 element layers) in FE models. The
maximum evaluated von Mises stress at the moment before
buckling is 191 MPa, minimum von Mises stress is 151 MPa
and average buckling stress level is 172 MPa.
Table 2. Numeric comparison of buckling force and buckling
stress results – effect of imperfection A
Imperfection

Ratio e/t

Buckling
force

Average
buckling stress

[mm]

[–]

[N]

[MPa]

0.00

0.00

10652

273

0.05

0.05

6725

172

0.10

0.10

6368

163

0.20

0.20

5824

149

0.30

0.30

5462

140

0.40

0.40

5260

135

Figure 3. Graphic visualization of von Mises stress distributions
on FE model with imperfection A
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Generally, these typical aircraft structural profiles with
the cross-sectional L shape can have multiple buckling
modes. The global and local buckling failures can be classified according to papers by Wang and Abdalla (2015)
or Niu (1999). The all presented stiffener sets have short
lengths and low slenderness values to observe effects of
defects on the local buckling mode of semi-monocoque
stiffeners.

Figure 6. FE models of additional sets
of imperfections D and E

3. Evaluation of effects of complex types of
imperfections
Next sets of imperfections were designed analogically
according to evaluations of the initial set with imperfection A. The second FE model set with imperfection B
contained alternating distribution of node imperfections
with 5 dimensions along the one flange edge. This model
is showed in Figure 4. The next set with imperfection C
had alternating distributions of node shifts along two free
flange edges. Colored graphic visualizations of von Mises
stress distribution (maximum stress of 2 element layers)
on FE model of the profile L20×20×1.0-80 with imperfection C equal to the ratio e/t = 0.3 are depicted in Figure 5.
Following two sets with imperfections D and E, presented in Figure 6, were designed with alternating node
imperfections on entire one flange surface and both flange
surfaces. All of these models were computed and evaluated according to designed procedure.
Colored graphic visualizations of von Mises stress
distributions (maximum stress of 2 element layers) before and after the failure of stability for the imperfection
E equal to the ratio e/t = 0.3 are depicted in Figure 7.
The von Mises stress distribution (maximum stress of 2
element layers) on model of the profile L20×20×1.0-80
at the stage before buckling shows the load is transferred
through the middle part of the model along the connection of both stiffener flanges.

Figure 4. FE models of particular sets of imperfections B and C

Figure 7. Graphic visualization of von Mises stress distribution
on FE model with imperfection E

Figure 8. Graphic comparison of force distributions per model
displacement for imperfection E

Detail comparisons of distributions of induced compression force per profile shortening is presented in
Figure 8. Applied imperfections on both flange surfaces
caused significant changes of model stiffnesses up to particular points of buckling instability. All peaks of force distributions, representing critical buckling forces, have higher values than the critical force and its tolerance range,
which was obtained from evaluation of experimental tests.
All evaluated critical buckling forces are out of the tolerance range 10%, therefore, this type of imperfection E is
not recommended for simulations. The arrow in Figure 8
presents the trend in effects of defect values.

4. Final evaluation of results of FE analyses

Figure 5. Graphic visualization of von Mises stress distribution
on FE model with imperfection C

The various sets of imperfection types were evaluated with
the comparison of force distribution per model displacement and the necessity of defect application in models was
confirmed. All local buckling failures were simulated in
elastic range with the von Mises stresses lower than the
defined yield stress. An increasing dimension of defect
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decreased the peak of force distribution and the buckling
instability appeared at lower load levels. The ratio e/t value
0.10 was evaluated as the most suitable defect ratio with
a safe reserve for a set of imperfection A of the profile
L20×20×1.0-80. Also the ratio e/t = 0.10 was evaluated
as the optimal value for the set of imperfection B of this
specific profile. The imperfection C and E are not recommended for simulations due to a significant decrease of
model stiffness and results out of the tolerance range.
The optimal defect ratio for the set of imperfection D of
the profile L20×20×1.0-80 was evaluated equal to ratio
0.20. Trend comparisons in Hála (2017) for the profile
L15×15×1.0-80 and evaluations of following research of
other eight sets of outer profile dimensions presented similar trends in effects of defect types. Only the optimal defect ratios were different for the each specific combination
of sets of imperfection and outer stiffener dimensions.

5. Results of analytical methods
The results of FE analyses were compared with results of
analytical methods of global, local and transition regions
of the critical stability failures. The classifications of global
and local failures were found in Niu (1999), Wang and
Abdalla (2015). The determination of critical failure by
analytical methods is described in detail in Hála (2017).
The critical global buckling stress was derived by the Euler’s formula, which describes a global flexural failure of
entire stiffener volume.
ci π2 EJ i
.
(1)
Global buckling stress: σGLOBALi =
Ai L2i
Then, the critical local buckling stress was determined
for protruded profiles according to methods presented by
Niu (1999). Other local buckling stresses were calculated
by diagrams designed by Timoshenko and Bruhn, only for
additional comparison. These local buckling stresses are
dependent only on profile cross-section and independent
on profile length.
2
t 
Local buckling stress: σLOCALi =
(2)
K i E  i  .
 bi 
The final determination of critical failure of stability in
transition region including real length of profile was made
according to the Johnson’s method, found in Niu (1999).
L
Specimen slenderness: λi = i ;
(3)
Ji
ci
Ai
2π2 E
Threshold slenderness: λTi =
;
σLOCALi

(4)

Buckling stress in transition:
2

l
δ

2(1 + cos δ)  u −  + l 2 sin2 .
(5)
2
2


The specimen characteristics of the representative stiffener profile L20×20×1.0 are presented in Table 3 and following profiles can be calculated analogically. The profile
L20×20×1.0 with the length 80 mm has a low slenderness
equal to 12.8 and threshold slenderness is 93.4. Therefore,
the critical buckling stress in transition region was calculated equal to 161 MPa, according to formula (5).

6. Results of experimental tests
The following step was the evaluation of experimental test
data. The set of experimental laboratory tests was done
during previous researches at Institute of Aerospace Engineering at Brno University of Technology. The eight
identical stiffener specimens were tested for the determination of one particular stiffener behavior. The all specimen dimensions and shape curvatures were measured
before testing. The detected geometry values were in the
required standard tolerances and these stiffener specimens
represent the real quality of manufacturing. The tests were
performed on the electro-hydraulic test machine ZUZ
200, equipped with the digital regulators of power unit
and GTM force meters with the maximal force of 250 kN.
This test device had the valid calibration and was certified
by Civil Aviation Authority Czech Republic. The accuracy of the measurement device is 0.1% and the maximal
sample frequency is 200000 samples per second. The both
test specimens endings were aligned by precise milling
procedure and attached in vertical position between the
upper and lower load units to provide the simply supported boundary conditions. The typical loading velocity
1.5 mm/min compressed specimens up to the stability
failures. The recorded compression force and deformation
values were evaluated in detail. The arithmetic mean and
standard deviation values were derived from the forcedisplacement distributions of all eight measurements in
stiffener sets by the standard statistic methods. The detail description of the measured geometry values and the
process of evaluation of statistic results are not the main
purpose of this scientific paper. The final average buckling
stress values from experimental tests are listed in Table 4.
The critical buckling test force equal to 6669 N and critical
buckling test stress 171 MPa for the profile L20×20×1.0-80
were evaluated from the average force distribution as the
maximum force at the moment of a buckling failure.

Table 3. Specification of stiffener geometry and mechanical characteristics
Stiffener
specification

Ratio
b/t

Specimen
slenderness λ

Threshold
slenderness λT

Global buckling
stress σGLOBAL

Local buckling
stress σLOCAL

Buckling stress in
transition σTRAN

[–]

[–]

[–]

[–]

[MPa]

[MPa]

[MPa]

L20×20×1.0

20.0

12.8

93.6

4359

163

161
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7. Validation with results of analytical methods
and experimental tests
The particular results of FE analyses with nonlinear behaviors of structural stability were validated by the final detail
comparison with results of analytical methods and experimental tests. The detail comparison of force distributions
per model displacement of all five sets of imperfection was
done with uniform ratio e/t value 0.1 in Figure 9. This ratio value was selected for the determination of differences
and effects of imperfection types on buckling behaviors.
The critical value of buckling test force and the value of
critical buckling force of Johnson’s approach for transition
region were also added into this Figure 9.
The FE simulation with the imperfection A was evaluated as the most suitable type of imperfection due to the
best safe approach of the buckling failure to the critical
buckling force derived from experimental tests. These behaviors are presented in the detail comparison of force
distributions in Figure 9. An identical effect was observed
also for other designed sets of stiffener dimensions, therefore, the imperfection A is recommended as the optimal
defect for a modification of FE models of thin-walled
metal stiffeners and their simulations of stability failures.
Also the buckling modes of the simulations of FE models
with the imperfection A and failure modes of stiffeners
at experimental tests were very similar and corresponded
to classification of the local buckling failures according
to papers by Wang and Abdalla (2015), Niu (1999). The
example of locally buckled specimen is presented in following Figure 10. The evaluation of failure modes is also
the very important factor for the validation of simulated
and tested results.
The optimal defect ratios for this imperfection type
A were evaluated for all 10 sets of specific outer stiffener
dimensions. The appropriate ratio values of defects applied in models for nonlinear finite element analyses are
depicted in Figure 11 and listed in Table 4. The ratio b/t
represents a proportion of outer profile dimensions, where
quantity b is the height and t is the thickness of profile

Figure 9. Final graphic comparison of force distributions for all
types of imperfections

Figure 10. Example of failed stiffener test specimen in local
buckling mode

Figure 11. Complex comparison of results of various sets
profile dimensions

Table 4. Comparison of results gained by analytical methods and experimental tests
Stiffener

Analytical method

Experimental TEST

FEM optimal

Ratio of imperfection

Ratio b/t

Buckling stress in transition

Buckling stress from test

Buckling stress from FEA

Ratio e/t

[–]

[MPa]

[MPa]

[MPa]

[–]

8.0

324

–

337

0.1

10.0

288

331

303

0.1

12.0

248

–

263

0.3

13.3

228

244

235

0.3

15.0

205

212

205

0.2

16.7

191

200

191

0.2

18.2

177

–

177

0.2

20.0

161

171

161

0.1

25.0

138

–

159

0.1
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flange. The final detailed validation of the particular results of FE analyses with the imperfection type A (FEM
optimal) by the results of analytical methods and experimental tests is presented in Table 4. For the range of ratios b/t from 8 to 10 the optimal ratio of imperfection per
flange thickness e/t equals to 0.10. The ratio e/t = 0.30 is
recommended for the range b/t from 12 to 14. Then, the
ratio e/t = 0.20 was evaluated as the best for the range b/t
from 15 to 18 and ratio e/t = 0.10 for the range b/t from
20 to 25.

Conclusions
The final validations of various sets of imperfection types
confirmed the necessity of defect application in FE models where natural curvature of structures is not sufficient.
The imperfection type A was evaluated as the most suitable type of defect for this design of stiffener model. Main
outcomes of this research of effect of model defects on
the local buckling of compressed stiffeners in nonlinear
FE analyses are the practical ratio values of defects recommended for the wide range of specific stiffener dimensions. This improvement in FE simulations and evaluations of critical failures of structural elements of thinwalled semi-monocoque structures allows more accurate
predictions of behaviors of complex aircraft structures
under an applied outer load and a final weight reduction
of designed structure.
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Notations
Variables and functions
A – cross-section area [mm2];
b – stiffener flange length [mm];
c – column end fixity coefficient [–];
E – Young’s modulus [MPa];
e – imperfection value [mm];
e/t – ratio of imperfection per flange thickness [–];
F – buckling force [N];
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H – hardening modulus slope [MPa];
i – item number in index [–];
J – second moment of area [mm4];
K – compression attachment coefficient [MPa];
L – stiffener length [mm];
Rm – strength limit stress [MPa];
Rp0.2 – yield stress [MPa];
t – flange or element thickness [mm];
σ – normal stress (general) [MPa];
σGLOBAL – global buckling stress [MPa];
σLOCAL – local buckling stress [MPa];
σTRAN – buckling stress in transition [MPa];
λ – specimen slenderness [–];
λT – threshold specimen slenderness [–];

Abbreviations
RBE2 – Rigid Body Element – Form 2
CQUAD4 – Quadrilateral Plate Element Connection with
Four Grid Points
FE – Finite Element
FEM – Finite Element Method
FEA – Finite Element Analysis

